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Abstract. This paper gives a formalization of the various modeling constructs that
support the design of temporal DBMS. We conduct a deep investigation on evolu-
tion constraints, eventually devising a model-theoretic semantics for a full-fledged
model with both timestamping and evolution constraints. Furthermore, we also
show how to express temporal constraints using a subset of first-order temporal
logic, i.e., the temporal description logicDLRUS .

1 Introduction

This paper aims at continuing the research efforts in the Conceptual Modeling community
to model temporal information systems. An analysis of many proposals for temporal
models (aiming in particular at helping designing temporaldatabases) and a summary of
results achieved can be found in a good survey by Jensen and Snodgrass [17]. The main
features of a temporal modeling language can be summarized as:

– Timestamping. The data model should obviously distinguish between temporal and
atemporal modeling constructs. This is usually realized bytemporal marking of classes,
relationships and attributes. In the database, these markings translate into atimes-
tampingmechanism, i.e., attaching lifecycle information to objects and relation-
ship instances, and time-varying values to attributes. Lifecycle information expresses
when and how an object belongs to a class. Time-varying attributes store values to-
gether with when they hold (usually referring to valid time).

– Evolution Constraints. Model-levelconstraints rule the permissible evolution (change
of membership status) of an object along its lifespan phases. For example, an object
that is an active member of a class may become an inactive member of the same class.
Application-levelconstraints ruleobject migration, i.e., the possibility for an object
to change its class membership from one class to another. Forexample, an object in
the Student class may later migrate to become an object of theFaculty class.

The contribution of this paper is to give a formalization of the various temporal con-
structs with particular attention to evolution constraints. Indeed, while timestamping as-
pects have been extensively discussed [3, 4, 10, 12, 18, 21],a clear formalization of evolu-
tion constraints is still missing, despite the fact that in the literature such constraints have
been advocated as useful for modeling the behavior of temporal objects [4, 20, 14, 13, 19,
21]. The proposed formalization relies on a model-theoretic semantics aiming at both for-
mally clarifying the temporal constructs and to support reasoning over them. Concerning
the reasoning aspects, we target a description logic approach, best suited for reasoning
on conceptual models [8]. On the other hand, we do not addresshere well known issues
related to the implementation of temporal specifications within a DBMS.



The formalization proposed here builds on previous effortsto formalize temporal con-
ceptual models. In particular, [3, 4] define theERV T model, a temporal EER model based
on a model-theoretic semantics.ERV T is equipped with timestamping capabilities and
both a linear and a graphical syntax. In this paper we conducta deeper investigation on
evolution constraints, eventually devising a model-theoretic semantics for a full-fledged
model with both timestamping and evolution constraints. Furthermore, we also show how
to express temporal constraints using a subset of first-order temporal logic, i.e., the tem-
poral description logicDLRUS [5]. DLRUS is based on the expressive and decidable
description logicDLR that allows for the logical reconstruction and the extension of
representational tools such as object-oriented and semantic data models, frame-based
and web ontology languages [7–9]. In this way, temporal constraints can be expressed
in a succinct way while reasoning techniques could be used toderive new constraints.
Few remarks on the complexity of reasoning over temporal schemas. FullDLRUS is
undecidable [5]. The languageDLR−

US , obtained by eliminating temporal operators in
front of relationships, is decidable in ExpSpace [5]—thusDLR−

US cannot express the
temporal behavior of relationships. The above undecidability result holds true even when
reasoning just onERV T with timestamping and evolution constraints [2]. On the other
hand, reasoning just on timestamping can be done in 2-ExpTime [6].

The paper is organized as follows. The next two Sections recall the characteristics of
the description logic and the temporal conceptual model on which we build our proposal.
Section 4 discusses the evolution constraints we address. Section 5 shows the formal
definition of our evolution framework.

2 The Temporal Description Logic

As a language for expressing temporal conceptual schemas weuse the combination of
the propositional temporal logic withSinceandUntil and the (non-temporal) description
logicDLR [7]. The resultingDLRUS [5] temporal description logiccan be regarded as
a rather expressive fragment of the first-order temporal logic L{since, until} (cf. [10, 15]).

The basic syntactical types ofDLRUS areclasses(i.e., unary predicates, also known
asconcepts) andn-ary relationsof arity ≥ 2. Starting from a set ofatomic classes(de-
noted byCN ), a set ofatomic relations(denoted byRN ), and a set ofrole symbols(de-
noted byU ) we define inductively (complex) class and relation expressions as is shown
in the upper part of Figure 1, where the binary constructs (u,t,U ,S) are applied to re-
lations of the same arity,i, j, k, n are natural numbers,i ≤ n, andj does not exceed the
arity of R.

The non-temporal fragment ofDLRUS coincides withDLR. For both class and
relation expressions all the Boolean constructs are available. The selection expression
Ui/n : C denotes ann-ary relation whose argument namedUi (i ≤ n) is of typeC;
if it is clear from the context, we omitn and write(Ui : C). The projection expres-
sion∃≶k[Uj]R is a generalisation with cardinalities of the projection operator over the
argument namedUj of the relationR; the plain classical projection is∃≥1[Uj ]R. It is
also possible to use the pure argument position version of the model by replacing role
symbolsUi with the corresponding position numbersi.

The language ofDLRUS is interpreted intemporal modelsoverT , which are triples
of the formI

.
= 〈T , ∆I , ·I(t)〉, where∆I is non-empty set of objects (thedomainof I)

and·I(t) an interpretation functionsuch that, for everyt ∈ T , every classC, and every
n-ary relationR, we haveCI(t) ⊆ ∆I andRI(t) ⊆ (∆I)n. The semantics of class and
relation expressions is defined in the lower part of Fig. 1, where(u, v) = {w ∈ T | u <
w < v} and the operators2+ (always in the future) and2− (always in the past) are
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(3+R)I(t) = {〈d1, . . . , dn〉 ∈ (>n)I(t) | ∃v > t. 〈d1, . . . , dn〉 ∈ RI(v)}

(⊕R)I(t) = {〈d1, . . . , dn〉 ∈ (>n)I(t) | 〈d1, . . . , dn〉 ∈ RI(t+1)}
(3−R)I(t) = {〈d1, . . . , dn〉 ∈ (>n)I(t) | ∃v < t. 〈d1, . . . , dn〉 ∈ RI(v)}

(	R)I(t) = {〈d1, . . . , dn〉 ∈ (>n)I(t) | 〈d1, . . . , dn〉 ∈ RI(t−1)}

Fig. 1. Syntax and semantics ofDLRUS .

the duals of3+ (some time in the future) and3− (some time in the past), respectively,
i.e.,2+C ≡ ¬3

+¬C and2
−C ≡ ¬3

−¬C, for both classes and relations. For classes,
the temporal operators3+, ⊕ (at the next moment), and their past counterparts can be
defined viaU andS: 3

+C ≡ > U C, ⊕C ≡ ⊥ U C, etc. The operators3∗ (at some
moment) and its dual2∗ (at all moments) can be defined for both classes and relationsas
3

∗C ≡ C t 3
+C t 3

−C and2
∗C ≡ C u 2

+C u 2
−C, respectively.

A knowledge baseis a finite setΣ of DLRUS axioms of the formC1 v C2 and
R1 v R2, with R1 andR2 being relations of the same arity. An interpretationI satisfies
C1 v C2 (R1 v R2) if and only if the interpretation ofC1 (R1) is included in the
interpretation ofC2 (R2) at all time, i.e.CI(t)

1 ⊆ C
I(t)
2 (RI(t)

1 ⊆ R
I(t)
2 ), for all t ∈ T . A

knowledge base,Σ, is satisfiableif there is an interpretation that satisfies all the axioms
in Σ (in symbols,I |= Σ). A classC (or relationR) is satisfiableif there isI such that
CI(t) 6= ∅ (respectively,RI(t) 6= ∅), for some time pointt. Finally, we say thatΣ implies
C1 v C2, and writeΣ |= C1 v C2, if we haveI |= C1 v C2 wheneverI |= Σ.

3 The Temporal Conceptual ModelERV T

In this Section, the temporal EER modelERV T [3, 4] is briefly introduced.ERV T sup-
ports valid time for classes, attributes, and relationships. ERV T is equipped with both
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Fig. 2. An ERV T diagram

a linear and a graphical syntax along with a model-theoreticsemantics as a temporal
extension of the EER semantics [9].

An ERV T schema is a tuple:Σ = (L, REL, ATT, CARD, ISA, DISJ, COVER, S, T, KEY),
such that:L is a finite alphabet partitioned into the sets:C (classsymbols),A (attribute
symbols),R (relationshipsymbols),U (role symbols), andD (domainsymbols).C is
further partitioned into: a setCS of snapshot classes(theS-markedclasses in Figure 2)1,
a setCM of M ixed classes(the unmarkedclasses in Figure 2), and a setCT of tem-
porary classes(the VT-markedclasses in Figure 2). A similar partition applies to the
setR. ATT is a function that maps a class symbol inC to anA-labeled tuple overD,
ATT(E) = 〈A1 : D1, . . . , Ah : Dh〉. REL is a function that maps a relationship sym-
bol in R to anU-labeled tuple overE , REL(R) = 〈U1 : C1, . . . , Uk : Ck〉, andk
is the arity of R. CARD is a functionC × R × U 7→ N × (N ∪ {∞}) denoting car-
dinality constraints. We denote withCMIN(C, R, U) and CMAX (C, R, U) the first and
second component ofCARD. In Figure 2,CARD(TopManager, Manages, man) = (1, 1).
ISA is a binary relationshipISA ⊆ (C × C) ∪ (R × R). ISA between relationships is
restricted to relationships with the same arity.ISA is visualized with a directed arrow,
e.g.Manager ISA Employee in Figure 2.DISJ, COVER are binary relations over2C × C,
describing disjointness and covering partitions, respectively. DISJ is visualized with a cir-
cled “d” andCOVER with a double directed arrow, e.g.Department, InterestGroup
are both disjoint and they coverOrganizationalUnit. S, T are binary relations over
C × A containing, respectively, the snapshot and temporary attributes of a class (seeS, T
marked attributes in Figure 2).KEY is a function that maps class symbols inC to their
key attributes,KEY(E) = A. Keys are visualized as underlined attributes.

The model-theoretic semantics associated with theERV T modeling language adopts
the snapshot2 representation of abstract temporal databases and temporal conceptual
models [10]. Following this paradigm, the flow of timeT = 〈Tp, <〉, whereTp is a set
of time points (or chronons) and< is a binary precedence relation onTp, is assumed to

1 We adopt an EER style where classes are in boxes and relationships inside diamonds,ISA are
directed lines, generalized hierarchies could be disjoint(circle with a ’d’ inside) or covering
(double directed lines).

2 The snapshot model represents the same class of temporal databases as thetimestampmodel [17,
18] defined by adding temporal attributes to a relation [10].



be isomorphic to either〈Z, <〉 or 〈N, <〉. Thus, a temporal database can be regarded as a
mapping from time points inT to standard relational databases, with the same interpre-
tation of constants and the same domain.

Definition 1 (ERV T Semantics).LetΣ be anERV T schema. Atemporal database state
for the schemaΣ is a tupleB = (T , ∆B ∪ ∆B

D, ·B(t)), such that:∆B is a nonempty
set disjoint from∆B

D; ∆B
D =

⋃
Di∈D ∆B

Di
is the set of basic domain values used in the

schemaΣ. ·B(t) is a function such that for eacht ∈ T maps:

– every domain symbolDi into a setDB(t)
i = ∆B

Di
.

– Every classC to a setCB(t) ⊆ ∆B.
– Every relationshipR to a setRB(t) of U-labeled tuples over∆B—i.e., letR an n-ary

relationship connecting the classesC1, . . . , Cn, REL(R) = 〈U1 : C1, . . . , Un : Cn〉,

then,r ∈ RB(t) → (r = 〈U1 : o1, . . . , Un : on〉 ∧ ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.oi ∈ C
B(t)
i ).

We adopt the convention:〈U1 : o1, . . . , Un : on〉 ≡ 〈o1, . . . , on〉, when U-labels are
clear from the context.

– Every attributeA to a setAB(t) ⊆ ∆B × ∆B
D

B.

B is said alegal temporal database stateif it satisfies all of the constraints expressed in
the schema. In particular, in the following we will show howB gives a semantic account
to timestamping.

3.1 Timestamping

We illustrate timestamping just for classes. Similar ideasare used inERV T to associate
timestamping to both relationships and attributes.

ERV T is able to distinguish betweensnapshot(see the consensus glossary [16] for
the terminology used) constructs—i.e. each of their instances has a global lifespan (see
Section 5.1)—temporaryconstructs—i.e. each of their instances have a limited lifespan—
or mixedconstructs—i.e. their instances can have either a global ora temporary existence.
In the following, a class, relationship or attribute is called temporal if it is either temporary
or mixed. Two temporal marks,S (snapshot) andT (temporary), are introduced at the
conceptual level to capture such temporal behavior. The semantics of timestamping is the
following:

o∈CB(t) → ∀t′∈T .o∈CB(t′) Snapshot Class
o∈CB(t) → ∃t′ 6= t.o 6∈CB(t′) Temporary Class

The two cases are captured by the followingDLRUS axioms, respectively:

C v (2+C) u (2−C) Snapshot Class
C v (3+¬C) t (3−¬C) Temporary Class

Note that, the distinction between snapshot, temporary andmixed constructors has
been adopted to avoidoverloadingthe meaning of un-marked constructors. Indeed, those
models that distinguish just between temporal (using a temporal mark) and atemporal
(leaving the constructor un-marked) constructors are ambiguous in the meaning of un-
marked constructors. From one side, the intended meaning ofun-marked constructors is
that they retain the atemporal semantics of standard ER models. Thus, they are used to
model either legacy constructors (achievingupward compatibility) or atemporal portion
of the database. On the other side, due to the interaction between the various compo-
nent of a temporal model, un-marked constructors could be intended even as temporary



constructors. As an example, think to anISA involving a temporary class (as superclass)
and an un-marked class (as a subclass). Since a designer cannot forecast all the possible
temporal interactions, this ultimately means that atemporality cannot be guaranteed and
this is true even for the upward compatibility.ERV T is more strict imposing a snapshot
mark to force both atemporality and upward compatibility. This point of view is also
reflected when mappingERV T into a relational schema where both temporary and un-
marked constructors are mapped into a relation with added timestamp attributes, while
snapshot constructors do not need any additional time attribute (for full details on the
ERV T relational mapping see [1]).

4 Evolution Constraints

Evolution Constraintsare used in order to model the temporal behaviors of an object.
Here we mention the various evolution constructors appeared in the literature and their
impact in the resulting conceptual language.

Status Classes[20, 11] are used to describe the status of membership of an object w.r.t.
a temporal class. In a temporal setting, objects can be suspended and further resumed
in their membership. Usually, four different status are specified together with precise
transitions between them:

– Scheduled. An object is know in advance to belong to a class (e.g., an new approved
project but still not officially started). Each scheduled object will eventually become
an active one.

– Active. Describes an object that is actually member of the class.
– Suspended. Describes objects that still exist as member of the class butsome op-

erations are no more permitted. Usually it is not allowed to modify properties of
suspended objects (e.g., an employee taking leave of absence can be considered as a
suspended employee). A suspended object was in the past an active one.

– Disabled. It is used to model expired objects in a class. In particular,a disabled
object was in the past a member of the class but it cannot become again a member of
that class (e.g., an expired project).

Transitionconstraints [13, 14, 20] have been introduced to model the phenomenon
calledobject migration. A transition constraint involves asourceand atargetclass: the
instances of the source class maymigrateinto the target class and migrating objects must
be recorded. Two types of transitions have been considered:dynamic evolutionwhen
objects cease to be instances of the source class, anddynamic extension, otherwise. For
example, we could specify a dynamic evolution between the class of Undergraduate and
that one of Postgraduate students, while a dynamic extension could model the transition
between the class of Students and that one of Employees (thus, we allow for an Employee
to migrate back and become again a Student).

Generationrelationships [20] involve different instances—differently from the tran-
sition case: an instance (or set of instances) from a source class is (are) transformed in
an instance (or set of instances) of the target class. Depending whether the source ob-
ject is preserved (as member of the source class) or disabled, we distinguish between
a productionand atransformation, respectively. For example, a generation relationship,
Generate, betweenOrange andJuice specifies that oranges are transformed into
orange juice. Cardinality constraints can be added to specify the cardinality of sets in-
volved in a generation.

Cross-Timerelationships [21, 19, 20] involve objects that do not existat the same time
the relationship is asserted. There are many examples of these relationships, consider, for
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example, a relationship “biography” between an author and afamous person already dead,
or the relationships “grandparent” that could be asserted even when either the grandparent
or the grandchild do not exist anymore.

5 Formalizing Evolving Objects

The proposed formalization is based on a model-theoretic semantics and a correspondent
set of axioms expressed using the temporal description logic DLRUS . This will give us
both a formal characterization of the temporal conceptual modeling constructs, and the
possibility to use the reasoning capabilities ofDLRUS to reason over temporal schemas.
The model-theoretic semantics we illustrate here for the various evolution constraints is
an extension of the one developed for the modelERV T and introduced in Section 3.

5.1 Status Classes

Transitions between status classes model the evolution in the membership of an object
to a temporal class. LetC be a temporal class, i.e., either a temporary or a mixed class
(see Sect. 3.1), we capture status transition of membershipin C by associating toC the
following status classes: Scheduled-C, Suspended-C, Disabled-C. To preserve upward
compatibility we do not explicitly introduce an active class but we assume by default that
the name of the class qualify itself as the set of active objects— Active-C ≡ C. In this
way, we could assume that the status classes are created by the system each time a class
is declared temporal. Thus, the user is not forced neither tointroduce nor to manipulate
status classes: designers could only be aware of active classes while status classes could
be completely transparent to them. Note that, since membership of objects into snapshot
classes is global, the notion of status classes does not apply to snapshot classes.

To capture the intended meaning of status classes we associate ad-hoc constraints
and then prove that such constraints capture their evolvingbehavior as described in the
literature [20, 11]. First of all, disjointness constraints can be described by the conceptual
schema in Figure 3 whereC is marked as a temporary class whileTop is supposed to be
snapshot3. Other than the disjointness constraints the semantic of status classes should
reflect the following temporal behavior:

3 A similar diagram holds whenC is an unmarked, i.e., mixed, class.



(EXISTS) Existence persists until Disabled.
o ∈ Exists-CB(t) → ∀t′ > t.(o ∈ Exists-CB(t′) ∨ o ∈ Disabled-CB(t′))

(DISAB1) Disabled persists.
o ∈ Disabled-CB(t) → ∀t′ > t.o ∈ Disabled-CB(t′)

(DISAB2) Disabled was Active in the past.
o ∈ Disabled-CB(t) → ∃t′ < t.o ∈ CB(t′)

(SUSP) Suspended was Active in the past.
o ∈ Suspended-CB(t) → ∃t′ < t.o ∈ CB(t′)

(SCH1) Scheduled will eventually become Active.
o ∈ Scheduled-CB(t) → ∃t′ > t.o ∈ CB(t′)

(SCH2) Scheduled can never follow Active.
o ∈ CB(t) → ∀t′ > t.o 6∈ Scheduled-CB(t′)

The above semantics is captured by the followingDLRUS axioms:

(EXISTS) Exists-C v 2
+(Exists-C t Disabled-C)

(DISAB1) Disabled-C v 2
+Disabled-C

(DISAB2) Disabled-C v 3
−C

(SUSP) Suspended-C v 3
−C

(SCH1) Scheduled-C v 3
+C

(SCH2) C v 2
+¬Scheduled-C

As a consequence of the above formalization, scheduled and disabled status classes can
be true only over a single interval, while active and suspended can hold at set of intervals
(i.e., an object can move many times back and forth from active to suspended status and
viceversa). In particular, as a logical consequence from the above axioms we have:

(SCH3) Scheduled persists until active:Scheduled-C v Scheduled-C U C. Together with
axiom (SCH2), we can conclude thatScheduled-C is true just on a single interval.

(SCH4) Scheduled cannot evolve directly to Disabled:Scheduled-C v ⊕¬Disbled-C.
(DISAB3) Disabled was active but it will never become active anymore:

Disabled-C v 3
−(C u 2

+¬C).

In the following we will show the adequacy of the semantics associated to status
classes to describe:a) the notions oflifespan, birthanddeathof an object;b) the behavior
of temporal classes involved inISA relations;c) the object migration between classes;
d) the relationships that involve objects existing at different times (both generation and
cross-time relationships).

Isa vs. statusWhen anISA relation is specified between two temporal classes, sayB ISA
A, then the following constraints hold between the status classes:

1. Objects active inB must be active inA;
2. Objects suspended inB must be either suspended or active inA;
3. Objects disabled inB must be either disabled, suspended or active inA;
4. Objects scheduled inB cannot be disabled inA.

Assuming that each time an isa between two temporal classes is asserted (B ISA A)
then this is implicitly followed by an isa between the respective existing status classes
(Exists-B ISA Exists-A), then the following proposition shows that points (1-4) above
are entailed by the semantics associated to status classes.

Proposition 1. Let A, B two temporal classes such thatB ISA A, then properties (1-4)
are true.
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Lifespan Here we define the lifespan of objects belonging to a temporalclass together
with other related notions. In particular, we define EXISTENCEC , L IFESPANC , ACTIVEC ,
BEGINC , BIRTHC and DEATHC as functions depending on the object membership to the
status classes associated to a temporal classC.

The existence timeof an object describes the temporal instants where the object
is either a scheduled, active or suspended member of a given class. More formally,
EXISTENCESPANC : ∆B → 2T , such that:

EXISTENCESPANC(o) = {t ∈ T | o ∈ Exists-CB(t)}

The lifespanof an object describes the temporal instants where the object is an active
or suspended member of a given class (thus, LIFESPANC(o) ⊆ EXISTENCESPANC(o)).
More formally, LIFESPANC : ∆B → 2T , such that:

L IFESPANC(o) = {t ∈ T | o ∈ CB(t) ∪ Suspended-CB(t)}

Theactivespanof an object describes the temporal instants where the object is an active
member of a given class (thus, ACTIVESPANC(o) ⊆ L IFESPANC(o)). More formally,
ACTIVESPANC : ∆B → 2T , such that:

ACTIVESPANC(o) = {t ∈ T | o ∈ CB(t)}

The functions BEGINC and DEATHC associate to an object the first and the last appear-
ance, respectively, of the object as a member of a given class, while BIRTHC denotes
the first appearance as an active object of that class. More formally, BEGINC ,BIRTHC ,
DEATHC : ∆B → T , such that:

BEGINC(o) = min(EXISTENCESPANC(o))
BIRTHC(o) = min(ACTIVESPANC(o)) ≡ min(L IFESPANC(o))
DEATHC(o) = max(L IFESPANC(o))

Remark 1.We could still speak of existencespan, lifespan or activespan in case of snap-
shot classes but EXISTENCESPANC(o) ≡ L IFESPANC(o) ≡ ACTIVESPANC(o) ≡ T .

5.2 Transition

Dynamic transitions between classes model the notion of object migration from a source
to a target class. Two notions of dynamic transitions between classes are considered in
the literature [20, 14, 13]:dynamic evolution, when an object ceases to be an instance
of a source class, anddynamic extension, when an object is still allowed to belong to
the source. In a temporal setting objects could obviously change their membership class.
Specifying a transition between two classes means that:



1. We want to keep track of such migration;
2. Not necessarily all the objects in the source participatein the migration;
3. When the source class is a temporal class, migration involves only objects “existing”

in the class (i.e., scheduled, active and suspended objects).

To satisfy the above requirements, a transition between classesC1, C2 is actually a tran-
sition between a sub-class of the source and the target. Moreprecisely, as illustrated in
Figure 4, the (sub-)classC1M keeps track of the objects (either scheduled, active or sus-
pended) in the source class that migrate to the target classC2. Note that, we disallow
disabled objects to take part in a transition. Concerning the graphical representation, we
use a dashed arrow pointing to the target class and labeled with eitherDEX or DEV de-
noting dynamic extension and evolution, respectively. Please note that, in caseC1 is a
snapshot class, then Figure 4 is changed in such a way thatC1M ISA C1 will hold (instead
of C1M ISA Exists-C1). More formally, in case of adynamic extensionbetween classes
C1, C2 the following semantic equation hold:

o ∈ C
B(t)
1M → (o ∈ Exists-C1B(t) ∧ o 6∈ C

B(t)
2 ∧ o ∈ C

B(t+1)
2 )

And the equivalent set ofDLRUS axioms is:

C1M v Exists-C1
C1M v ¬C2 u⊕C2

In case of adynamic evolutionbetween classesC1, C2 the source object cannot belong
to the source class till the migration is in place. Thus, the following semantic equation
holds:

o ∈ C
B(t)
1M → (o ∈ Exists-C1B(t) ∧ o 6∈ C

B(t)
2 ∧ o ∈ C

B(t+1)
2 ∧

∀t′ ≥ t + 1.(o ∈ C
B(t′)
2 → o 6∈ C

B(t′)
1 ))

And the equivalent set ofDLRUS axioms is:

C1M v Exists-C1
C1M v ¬C2 u⊕C2

C1M v 2
+(C2 → ¬C1)

An interesting set of logical consequences of the above proposed modeling of dynamic
extension is:

1. The classC1M is a temporary class.
2. Objects in the classC1M cannot be disabled asC2.
3. The target classC2 cannot be snapshot.

On the other hand, a logical consequence of dynamic evolution (in addition to the ones
stated above) is that the source class,C1, cannot be snapshot (and it becomes temporary
if all of its members are involved in the migration). Indeed,an object evolving fromC1

to C2 ceases to be a member ofC1.

5.3 Generation Relationships

Generation relationships [20] represent processes that lead to the emergence of new in-
stances starting from a set of instances. Two distinct generation relationships have been
introduced:productionwhen the source objects survive the generation process;transfor-
mationwhen all the instances involved in the process are consumed.At the conceptual
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Fig. 5. Production and transformation generation relationships.

level we introduce two marks associated to a relationship:GP for production andGT for
transformation relationships (see Figure 5). Furthermore, an arrow points to the target
class.

We model generation as binary relationships connecting a source class to a target one:
REL(R) = 〈source : C1, target : C2〉. The semantics ofproduction relationships, R,
is described by the following equation:

〈o1, o2〉 ∈ RB(t) → (o1 ∈ C
B(t)
1 ∧ o2 ∈ Scheduled-C2B(t) ∧ o2 ∈ C

B(t+1)
2 )

Thus, an object active in the source produces an object active in the target at the next
point in time. TheDLRUS axiom capturing the production semantics is:

R v source : C1 u target : (Scheduled-C2 u⊕C2)

The case oftransformationis captured by the following semantic equation:

〈o1, o2〉 ∈ RB(t) → (o1 ∈ C
B(t)
1 ∧ o1 ∈ Disabled-C1B(t+1) ∧

o2 ∈ Scheduled-C2B(t) ∧ o2 ∈ C
B(t+1)
2 )

Thus, an object active in the source is transformed in an object active in the target at the
next point in time while ceasing to exist as member of the source. TheDLRUS axiom
capturing the production semantics is:

R v source : (C1 u⊕ Disabled-C1) u target : (Scheduled-C2 u⊕C2)

Logical consequences of the above formalization are:

1. The target class,C2, cannot be snapshot (is temporary in case of total participation).
2. A generation relationship,R, is temporary.
3. If R is a transformation relationship, then, bothC1 andC2 cannot be snapshot.

5.4 Cross-Time Relationships

Cross-time relationshipsrelate objects that are member of the participating classesat dif-
ferent times. The conceptual model MADS [20] allows forsynchronizationrelationships
to specify temporal constraints (Allen temporal relations) between the lifespan of linked
objects.Historical marksare used in the ERT model [19] to express a relationships be-
tween objects not existing at the same time (both past and future historical marks are
introduced).

This Section formalizes cross-time relationships with theaim of preserving the snap-
shot reducibility of the resulting model. We explain this with a concrete example. Let
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Fig. 6. Cross-Time Relationships

Biography be a cross-time relationship linking the author of a biography with a fa-
mous person no more in existence. Snapshot reducibility says that if there is an instance
(say,bio = 〈Tulard, Napoleon〉) of theBiography relationship at timet0 (in par-
ticular, Tulard wrote a bio on Napoleon on 1984), then, the snapshot ofBiography at
time t0 (1984 in our example) must contain the pair〈Tulard, Napoleon〉. Now, while
Tulard is a member of the classAuthor in 1984, we cannot say thatNapoleon is
member of the classPerson in 1984. Our formalization of cross-time relationships pro-
poses the use of status classes to preserve snapshot reducibility. The biography example
can be solved by asserting thatNapoleon is a member of theDisabled-Person
class in 1984.

At the conceptual level, we mark withP,=,F (standing for Past, Now and Future, re-
spectively) the links of cross-time relationships. Furthermore, we allow for the compound
marksP,= andF,= while specifying just= doesn’t add any constraint. Assuming thatR is
a cross-time relationship between classesC1, C2, then, the semantics of marking theC1

link is:
r = 〈e1, e2〉 ∈ RB(t) → e1 ∈ Disabled-C1B(t) ∧ e2 ∈ C

B(t)
2 Strictly Past (P)

r = 〈e1, e2〉 ∈ RB(t) → e1 ∈ (C1 t Disabled-C1)B(t) ∧ e2 ∈ C
B(t)
2 Past (P,=)

r = 〈e1, e2〉 ∈ RB(t) → e1 ∈ Scheduled-C1B(t) ∧ e2 ∈ C
B(t)
2 Strictly Future (F)

r = 〈e1, e2〉 ∈ RB(t) → e1 ∈ (C1 t Scheduled-C1)B(t) ∧ e2 ∈ C
B(t)
2 Future (F,=)

The correspondingDLRUS formalization is:

R v U1 : Disabled-C1 u U2 : C2 Strictly Past (P)
R v U1 : (C1 t Disabled-C1) u U2 : C2 Past (P,=)
R v U1 : Scheduled-C1 u U2 : C2 Strictly Future (F)
R v U1 : (C1 t Scheduled-C1) u U2 : C2 Future (F,=)

The diagram (a) of Figure 6 shows the modeling of theBiography example. The di-
agram (b) shows how to use past marks to represent theGrandFather relationship
assuming that the grandfather can be either alive or dead forthe relationship to hold. Fi-
nally, diagram (c) shows the use of the future mark to model the fact that an employee
can work on a project before the project officially starts. Note that marks can be added
to both participating classes. For example, adding the markF,= on the grandchild link
allows for representing the case where grandparent holds even when the grandchild is not
yet born.

Interesting logical consequences of the given formalization hold when strict con-
straints are specified (let assume thatC1 participates with a strict past or future mark):



1. BothC1 and the cross-time relationship are temporary.
2. The lifespan of objects inC1 is strictly before (strictly after for future marks) of the

lifespan of linked objects inC2.
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